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NINTH ANNUAL 

Bridges to the World 
International Film Festival

Towson University Dates:  
2/10 Colombia, 2/17 Korea, 2/24 Hungary, 3/3 Egypt, 3/10 Mexico 
Van Bokkelen Hall Auditorium, 7 p.m. 
Free Admission
*If the university is closed, the film will be canceled

Five Countries 
Colombia, The Wind Journey (2009)
Korea, The Beauty Inside (2015) 
Hungary, Son of Saul (2015) 
Egypt, Factory Girl (2014) 
Mexico, Back to Life (2009)

Six Venues
Bowie
Cumberland
Maryland Hall for the Creative Arts
Salisbury University
Southern Maryland Higher Education Center
Towson University

The World Artists Experiences and the International  
Division of Maryland’s Office of the Secretary of State  
present the ninth annual international film festival. This month-long celebration 
features films chosen and sponsored by the embassies of five countries: 
Colombia, South Korea, Hungary, Egypt, Mexico.



Los Viajes del viento (2009) 
(The Wind Journeys)

Colombia

Written and directed by Ciro Guerra

Introduced by Dr. Cristina Magaldi  
Department of Music,  
Towson University

The “road movie” is a staple of all national cinemas and can be traced back to the epic adventures of Gilgamesh and 
Odysseus. A hero leaves home on a quest, traverses various landscapes, interacts with diverse people, experiences many 
challenges, and grows into a more enlightened individual. This model has been used cinematically in many different ways, 
some of which question the genre’s episodic structure and the value of the hero’s goal. Los Viajes del viento uses the “road 
movie” format to explore the stunning geography and unique local traditions of Colombia; to comment on loss, regret, fate, 
the supernatural, companionship, and the difficulties of life; and to mourn the decline of a style of music known as vallenato. 

Vallenato (“born in the valley”) is a type of popular folk music from the north-east (Caribbean) region of Colombia, 
specifically around the city of Valledupar. Travelling minstrels – or juglares – carried news from village to village and 
entertained communities with their music and singing. Usually associated with farmers and the lower class, vallenato is 
performed on three instruments: the caja (a small drum held between the knees), the guacharaca (a wooden, ribbed stick 
on which a fork is scraped), and the accordion. A popular aspect of vallenato is the piqueria, a musical duel where musicians 
demonstrate their improvisational skills by an exchange of challenging verses and rhymes (similar to a rap contest). As 
Colombia became urbanized the practice of vallenato diminished. In 2015, UNESCO listed vallenato as an “Intangible Cultural 
Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding.”

Los Viajes del viento follows the weeks long trek of Ignacio (a famous vallenato musician) and his unwanted apprentice 
(Fermin) from Majagual (about 150 east of the Panama border) to Taroa on the northern most tip of Colombia (about 100 
miles west of Aruba). Following his wife’s funeral, Ignacio claims he will no longer perform and vows to return his cursed 
accordion to his master. Along the way Ignacio and Fermin eat with cowboys, win a piqueria, witness a machete fight, 
participate in a ritual drum circle, and lose and recover the accordion. We see amazingly beautiful and desolate terrain 
(reportedly 80 locations) from the floating town of Nueva Venecia to the mountain village of Nabusimake to the coastal sand 
dunes of Guajira – and the indigenous people who inhabit them. Nabusimake is particularly symbolic in the film. The ancestral 
home of the Arhuacos (one of the 83 tribes who resisted the Spanish conquest), it means “land where the sun is born.” It is 
here that Ignacio is figuratively and literally reborn; where he understands his connection to the “devil’s accordion” and to 
Fermin. He realizes that denying the past to protect the future is a futile endeavor. He should share the things he knows and 
loves to help balance the inevitable sorrows of life. 
 
Ciro Guerra wrote and directed his first film in 2004, the award winning Wandering Shadows, when he was 23. This was 
followed by The Wind Journeys, and in 2015 the Academy Award nominated Embrace of the Serpent (the first film in 
Colombia’s history to achieve this honor). Each of these film is a “road movie,” deliberately paced, unsentimental, and refutes 
a conventional ending, relying instead on poetic ambiguity and uncertainty. Los Viajes del viento runs 120 minutes. You can 
watch the trailer at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6M5bQ3CmWGI



The Beauty Inside (2015)

South Korea

Directed by Baik

Introduced by Dr. Hyang-Sook Kim,  
Mass Communication & Communication Studies, 
Towson University

The Beauty Inside is a wonderful romantic fantasy that while unabashedly sentimental poses a number of philo-
sophical questions vital to our contemporary society; questions about identity, diversity and inclusion, physical 
appearance, the spirituality of true love, and the longevity of the soul. The film follows the life of Woo-Jin who 
wakes-up every morning in a different body. He is the same person, but his appearance can be anyone of any 
race, gender, age, religion, ability, ethnicity, or sexual orientation. How do you define yourself when you constantly 
change? How do others recognize and interact with you if you never look the same? What challenges arise for a 
long-term relationship? Is love even possible in this situation? Is the internal essence of an individual (“the beauty 
inside”) more significant than the external shell that carries it?

Woo-Jin has lived liked this for 12 years (since his 18th birthday) and only his mother and best friend/business 
partner know about his bizarre circumstances. He has adjusted to his solitary existence, maintaining a wardrobe 
and every conceivable accessory needed for his different manifestations. He lives online and documents each 
person he becomes on his computer. Woo-Jin’s occupation reflects and symbolizes his intimate awareness of the 
endless variations of humanity; he handcrafts furniture for each client’s unique measurements.  He repeatedly 
meets E-Soo (played by the popular TV and film actress Han Hyo-Joo) at a high-end furniture store and finally asks 
her on a date. She eventually discovers and slowly accepts Woo-Jin’s condition and becomes the major constant in 
his life. Through E-Soo, he becomes more integrated into the world, but she begins to suffer psychologically and 
physically from the incessant transformations. They wonder if love is really the answer to everything or if love ruins 
everything.  Can they forge a relationship that will allow them to grow old together or will personal and cultural 
biases force them apart? 

The Beauty Inside was the first feature film directed by Baek Jong-Yeol (credited as Baik) who previously contrib-
uted to such important films as Park Chan-Wook’s Oldboy (2002) and Bong Joon-Ho’s Snowpiercer (2013). He 
was named Best New Director at the 2015 Grand Bell Awards (the South Korean Academy Awards). His industry 
connections helped him cast 21 well-known South Korean actors and celebrities in speaking roles as Woo-Jin – and 
reportedly 102 more actors who appear as Woo-Jin in various collages throughout the film. 

The Beauty Inside was based on a series of six award-winning YouTube shorts developed for Intel and Toshiba in 
2012. The film runs 125 minutes. You can watch the trailer at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XcK4Elpn0s

Saul fia (2015)
(Son of Saul)

Hungary

Co-written and directed by Lázló Nemes  

Introduced by Dr. Nicole Dumbrowski-Risser 
Department of History,  
Towson University

 
 

Son of Saul provides a relentlessly devastating and terrifying cinematic experience. Not only is it set in Auschwitz 
during the final year of World War II, but it employs a documentary shooting style that makes the film unbearably 
intimate and harrowing. We follow two days in the life of Sonderkommando Saul Auslander, played by Hungar-
ian poet Géza Röhrig in an almost wordless performance that depends on the stoicism and anguish on his face. 
The Sonderkommando shepherded fellow Jews to the gas chambers, cleaned up afterwards, sorted through their 
belongings, burned the corpses, and disposed the ashes. One day, going about his usual ghastly tasks, Saul sees a 
boy who may or may not be his illegitimate son. He spends the rest of the film trying to find a rabbi and provide a 
proper burial – and through this unexpected quest, we witness the horrors of the concentration camp. 

Son of Saul was shot in the square, 35mm Academy aspect ratio (1.37:1) which emphasizes the chaos and claus-
trophobia of the setting.  Combining this with shallow focus, hand-held, long duration takes which isolate Saul 
in medium close-ups (or follow him just behind his shoulder) renders a world where unspeakable acts lurk in the 
background, on the periphery, and in the audio. We may not directly see things with any clarity (and perhaps this 
evil should not be looked at directly), but we see and hear enough to know what is happening. And everything 
happens in the present tense; we see and learn only what Saul sees and learns. 

Son of Saul also tells the story of the revolt staged by the Sonderkommando at Auschwitz on   7 October 1944. It 
relates the role of the women who smuggled gunpowder (most notably Roza Robota) and how the Sonderkom-
mando tried to document the camp’s atrocities with photographs (a famous image from inside a shed is restaged 
in the film). Son of Saul also raises the question about depicting the Holocaust in fiction. How can a filmmaker 
avoid exploitation, inauthenticity, and stylization when narrative and drama are central to a fictional story? Is the 
Holocaust simply beyond the bounds of artistic representation? Is there an appropriate way to tell the story and 
document the memory of it? Son of Saul may offer some space to ponder these these questions as we witness the 
dehumanizing conditions of the camp and the emotionless behavior of the characters.

The film runs 105 minutes. It won the Grand Prix at Cannes, the Oscar for Best Foreign Film, and 21 other major 
awards including the Golden Globes, the New York Film Critics, and the National Board of Review. You can watch 
the trailer at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sWQTfbXLTHQ.



Vuelve a la vida (2009)
(Back to Life)

Mexico 

Co-written and directed by Carlos Hageman 

Introduced by Dr. Diego del Pozo, 
Department of Foreign Languages, 
Towson University

Vuelve a la vida begins with a description of “vuelve a la vida,” a renowned hangover remedy that should “return 
you to life,” and ends with a recipe for 30 servings. Essentially a ceviche, it is a combination of fresh seafood tossed 
with tomato, onion, lime, cilantro, and other ingredients. The film is structured like the dish – a mixture of diverse 
and flavorful stories told by various people about the legendary Don Hilario Martinez Valdivia and his lust for life. 
A famous diving instructor (he taught the Kennedy brothers and Johnny Weissmuller among others), Hilario was 
the perro largo (“big dog”) of the day. A charismatic and even mythical figure, he was best-known for organizing a 
hunt for a shark that threatened Acapulco Bay in 1975 (curiously the same year as Jaws) and for marrying American 
fashion model Robyn Sidney. 

A humorous, nostalgic, and musical documentary, Vuelve a la vida is also about family, identity (personal and 
national), and community. Why did Robyn Sidney decide to move to Acapulco with her young son John Grillo? She 
was in love, but Hilario already had eight children from two other women. How did the pale-skinned and freckled 
John adjust to life in Mexico? He became an America-Mexican, not exactly fitting into his new culture. Who is the 
individual remembered by a community? The film recognizes the power of communal storytelling and the deep 
and prolonged impact such stories possess in sustaining memories. Where is home? We see not only Hilario’s 
Acapulco but Robyn’s return to places from her past in New York City. And what exactly is family? Hilario is central 
in answering these questions. His romantic nature, generosity, and warmth allowed many improbable things to 
happen. 

Hilario’s nickname, “Long Dog,” had two meanings: that he was tall and athletic as well as a teller of tall tales. Some 
of his tales might actually be true – like the one about Ophelia, a giant string ray that was in love with him – while 
others – such as biting off a man’s finger during a fight or that UFOs hide in the sea – probably need some salt. In 
some ways, Vuelve a la vida is like a non-fiction version of Big Fish (2003), another film about the importance of 
storytelling, family, and memory. Based primarily on interviews and archival images (including a clip from Tintorera 
[1977] the Mexican remake of Jaws), the film underscores that famous line in The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance 
(1962), “when the legend becomes fact, print the legend.” Hilario Valdivia has achieved that status in Mexico. 

The film runs 75 minutes. You can watch the trailer at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5QfzQHn_HRc

Fatat el masnaa (2014)
(Factory Girl)

Egypt

Directed by Mohamed Khan

Introduced by Dr. Kimberly Katz 
Department of History,  
Towson University

Factory Girl begins as a romantic comedy, changes into a neo-realist melodrama, and ends as a critique of 
economic class, women’s labor, gender, sexual morality, and patriarchy. Acclaimed director Mohamed Khan (who 
passed away last year at 73) deftly weaves these styles and themes into a cohesive commentary that not only 
questions cultural traditions but also wonders about the conservative direction of contemporary Egyptian society. 
Like a number of his other award-winning films (especially Dreams of Hind and Camilia [1988] and Downtown Girls 
[2005]), Factory Girl features a strong young woman who refuses to follow conventions, suffers the scorn of her 
community, and yet somehow emerges unbent and empowered. The Sala Women Film Festival (in Morocco) offi-
cially stated, “The originality of the film lies not only in its subject matter, but also within an outstanding screenplay 
that carries a feminist sensibility that opens new horizons for women, showing their strength to overcome social 
constraints and challenge a still dominant and oppressing community.”

Hiyam (played by Yasmin Raeis) works in a clothing sweatshop. She and her friends dream of escaping their work-
ing class lives and getting married. A new young manager, Salah (played by Hany Adel, a popular guitarist and 
singer), seems the perfect way to realize her dream. They flirt, she helps nurse him back to health after he becomes 
ill, befriends his sister, and romance begins to bloom. But Salah’s superior class standing makes their relationship 
impossible. When it seems that Hiyam may be pregnant, rumors fly and centuries of strict cultural attitudes inveigh 
against her. Her independent and stubborn nature costs her a great deal. While the ending of the film may not be 
a conventionally happy one, it does provide Hiyam a poignant moment of joyous autonomy outside a judgmental 
society.  

Factory Girl is dedicated to one of Egypt’s most beloved actresses, Souad Hosny, who made more than 80 films 
between 1960 and 1990. She appears in clips of old films on the television and her voice guides Hiyam through her 
ups and downs. Known as the “Cinderella of Egyptian cinema,” Hosny’s presence underscores Hiyam’s romantic 
fantasies and creates a nostalgia for a time when it seemed love could magically resolve all problems.  

Factory Girl won over 15 international awards as well as six Egyptian “Oscars” including Best Director and Best 
Actress. It was also Egypt’s official submission to the Best Foreign Language Film category for the 87th Academy 
Awards. The film runs 95 minutes. You can watch the trailer at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5GHZxh2JhYE.



UPCOMING EVENTS
Department of Art + Design with Department of Electronic Media & Film 

Dark Humor Film Series 
Center for the Arts Gallery, CA 2032 
Saturdays at 3 p.m.

Feb. 11, “Ethnic Notions” (1987) 
Feb. 25, “Foxy Brown” (1974) 
March 4, “I’m Gonna Git You Sucka” (1988) 
March 11, “Bamboozled” (2000)

Presented in conjunction with the Dark Humor exhibition in the Center for the Arts Gallery, these films trace the deeprooted 
stereotypes that have fueled anti-black prejudice to understand the evolution of racial consciousness in America. Content 
recommended for mature audiences.

Free

Department of Electronic Media & Film and Towson University Anime Club 

X 
Stephens Hall Theatre 
Fri., March 3, 8 p.m.

A new play by Marcus Gardley, Directed by Ian Belknap ‘06

The assassination of Malcolm X—both the story we think we know and illuminating details that have seldom been shared—is 
brought to vivid, lyrical life in award-winning writer Marcus Gardley’s new play. Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar provides a 
framework for Gardley to deepen our understanding of one of America’s most complex, compelling historical figures and 
explore the tumultuous landscape of ideology and activism in the 1960s. Content recommended for mature audiences. 
Proceeds benefit the TU Foundation

Tickets: $20 regular price, $15 TU faculty, staff and seniors, $10 students

Department of Electronic Media & Film and Department of Art + Design 

Julius Caesar 

Stephens Hall Theatre 
Sat., March 4, 8 p.m.

By William Shakespeare, Directed by Devin Brain

Tackling essential questions about the balance of ambition, personal loyalty and love of country, Shakespeare’s timeless political 
masterpiece has never been more relevant. Through the story of Julius Caesar, a rising political star torn down by his most 
trusted allies, audiences witness the art of persuasion, the ugliness of backroom politics and the historical patterns we can’t 
stop repeating. Content recommended for mature audiences. Proceeds benefit the TU Foundation 

Tickets: $20 regular price, $15 TU faculty, staff and seniors, $10 students

College of Fine Arts and Communication 

Heavy Levy Legacy Band 
Center for the Arts, Harold J. Kaplan Concert Hall, CA 3042 
Thurs., Apr. 13, 8:15 p.m.

In conjunction with the Bill and Helen Murray Jazz Residency, and joined by Drew Gress ‘81, the Hank Levy Legacy Band presents music 
inspired and written by the late professor emeritus Hank Levy. Proceeds benefit the TU Foundation. 

Tickets: $15 regular price, $10 TU faculty, staff, and seniors, $5 students

Department of Electronic Media & Film 

10th Annual International WAMMFest 
Van Bokkelen Hall Auditorium, VB 204 
Wed., Apr. 19, - Sat., Apr. 22 
Join us at the 10th International WAMMFest (Women And Minorities in Media Festival) presented by the Department of 
Electronic Media & Film. Watch short films and media made by women and/or minorities, suitable for all. Full schedule and 
tickets will be available in March at wammtu.com. #wammisturning10.  

Visit wammtu.com for info. May contain material recommended for mature audiences.

www.events.towson.edu


